FPS Member Benefits

Knowledge Base
✓ The FPS Knowledge Base is a resource searchable that houses books, articles from multiple journals, and more! A great search engine for research information, members have complimentary access and nonmembers have the option to purchase downloadable documents.

Access to the Largest Network of Forest Product Professionals
✓ 11 North American sections of FPS give you a direct regional network of colleagues and organizations in your field.
✓ Opportunities to join Technical Interest Groups that will connect you with other forest product professionals in your dedicated field of work.

Forest Products Journal
✓ The Forest Products Journal (FPJ) is the world’s most complete and prestigious source of high-quality peer-reviewed technical research reflecting the current state of wood science and technology.
✓ Members receive a digital subscription to the quarterly journal with the option of opting in to receive a printed version as well. Past issues of the FPJ are also accessible to our members through our website.

International Journal of Forest Engineering & Wood Design Focus
✓ Members receive a complimentary electronic subscription to the IJFE and WDF and have access to prior issues through our website.

Preferred Registration Rates
✓ Members are eligible for exclusive registration rates on FPS conferences held throughout the year, including our annual International Conference.

Scholarship Participation
✓ Member organizations have the option of sponsoring scholarship opportunities for students to come to conferences, present their research, and network with known forest product professionals.